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State and International Migration:
The Quest for Control

 Looking back at the Migration and 
Development from post war period〜

How effective are the strategies of the 
government to regulate migration flows?

Regional agreement such as EU, NAFTA a 
viable option for regulating migration? 

State’s role to protect human rights and social 
protection of migrants?



Migration and Development 
debate in Origin Countries

Migration Optimists vs Migration Pessimists

Optimists: brain gain->growth and prosperity 

Pessimists: brain drain->undermines 
development by draining scarece human and 
financial resources from origin countries



Optimists view in 50s and 60s

• European periphery to North-West Europe later 
applied to decolonized nations in African and Asia

• Large scale migration good for both

• Large labour force =>destination countries and 
remittances, modern ideas and entrepreneurial 
attitude=>modernization and economic take-off in 
origin countries

• Theoretically neoclassical: migration=optimal 
allocation of production factors=>greater 
productivity =>convergence of economic 
conditions (agreement bewteen  S&R states)



After Oil Crisis in 1973
• Recession, unemployment & adjustment 

=>emergence of Historial-structural (Neo-Marxist 
& dependency) theories and the pessimists.

• Brain drain: Indian and Chinese PhDs=>Silicon 
Valley & Brain waste: surgeon working as waiter or 
taxi driver

• Remittances=>non productive use => crowing out 
local production(e.g. agriculture) making 
industries of developed states wealthier & non 
migrants poorer with inflation! & youth culture



90s resurging optimism and shift to neo-liberal 
principles & Washington concensus
=>self-help & capital by migrants



Historical-structural theories
① Migration is a manifestation of capitalist penetration and 

unequal terms of trade between developed and 
underdeveloped countries

② Individual migrant does not have a free choice and is 
constrained by structural forces, hence forced migration; 
global political economic system, mechanisation of 
agriculture, concentrated land ownership and exploitation of 
peasants. 

③ Rural population ->cheap labour of urban proletariat for the 
benefit of urban employers and wealthy countries-
>expansion of capitalist ->inequalities in power and 
resources->migration is a cause of underdevelopment.

④ Intellectual root is Marx’s ‘Dependency Theory’ (Latin 
America in 60s) followed by world systems theory(70s-80s) 
blaming core capitalist nations and multinational 
corporations for emergence of underdeveloped periphery-
>globalisation theory



Unleashing potential of 
migration in origin countries

• Migration secured & enhanced livelihood of HHs

• Migration works more under positive 
development conditions and may serve as safety 
valve to reduce umemployment, poverty & 
political unrest and may hinder structural 
reform and sustain status quo of the better-offs.

• If origin countries offer little chance for 
development contribution but if conducive 
environment=> optimistic & mutually 
reinforcing e.g. RoK, Spain, Ireland, India, China



Development Impact of Migration
• Reality is somewhere between Optimists and 

pessimists (studies re. New Economics of labour 
migration) balancing capability of migrants and 
limitation as agent of structural development 
obstacles

• Remittance=stable source of income for HHs & 
foreign currency( than capital): not flowing to the 
poorest people and countries

• Remittances =>consumption/home 
construction/Education=>investment

• Irrational ways of spending = patronizing migrant  



State Control 
in highly developed states

• To prevent unauthorised migration states’
policies include:
① Employer Sanctions

② Legalization programmes

③ Temporary Foreign Workers Admission Programme

④ Asylum and Refugee policies (outside of this course)

⑤ Regional Integration  Approaches（Schengen)

⑥ Measures against Human Trafficking and Smuggling (23 
Nov)





Employer Sanctions

• Directive of European Commission
To slow down “demand for irregular migrants”->st 

up minimum standards and harmonize measures 
for enforcement

Prior notification to Govt of Employers verification 
of identity and employment

If not followed heavy fines, payment of 
deportation costs, wages, taxes social security if 
not paid 

Penalties of 



Legalization Programme
• Bracero era 87,000 irregular Mexicans workers 

legalized: Regular legarization of irregular 
migrants into France  in 1945-1970: great success 
was the 1981-3 legalization in consultation with 
trade unions & immigrant associations.

• US IRCA(Immigration Reform and Control Act) of 
1986 legarized 2.7 million with special provision 
of legarizing their family members while Italy and 
Spain legarized 3.2 million

• Until 2007 “US’s Earned Legariation” with 
English, employment, taxes & no criminal record



Temporary Foreign Workers Admissions

• Bracero of 40s and 50s from Mexico to harvest 
frruits and vegitables in US

• Germany’s TFW adimission programme(sessonal 
workers programme)  of 70s to control irregulr 
migration from CEE countries.  However both 
Swiss and Germany phased out as they became 
the large resident foreiners in the country. 

• Irregular migrants continued to cincrease and 
benefitted from legarization programme 
undermining the TFW admissions. 



Schengen Treaties of 1995(1)
It take its name from the town of Schengen in Luxembourg, 
where the agreement was signed in 1985. It took effect in 
1995 (1995 Schengen Convention & 1999 Amsterdam 
Treaty ). Now border-free Europe is established. Founding 
principles of European Economic Community of 1957: 

 Free movement of goods, capital, workers and services

 Free movement of emplouees and job-seekers 
amongst the original six Member States(Treaty of 
Rome)

 (26 Schengen members whose) citizens are entitled to 
equal treatment in access to employment, working 
conditions and all other social and tax advantages



What else does Schengen involve?

• The main feature is the creation of a single external 
border, and a single set of rules for policing the border, 
but there are other measures including:

• Common rules on asylum; 

• Hot pursuit - police have the right to chase suspected 
criminals across borders; 

• Common list of countries whose nationals require visas; 

• The Schengen Information System (SIS), which allows 
police stations and consulates to access a shared 
database of wanted or undesirable people and stolen 
objects; 

• Joint efforts to fight drug-related crime

http://ec.europa.eu/dgs/home-affairs/what-we-do/policies/borders-and-visas/schengen-information-system/index_en.htm


Schengen Agreement of 1995(2)
• Five years of continuous working in EU member 

states are automatically entitled to permanent 
residency.

• EU works toward harmonization of labour 
regulations and policies

• EU Enlargement Strategies with Albania, Turky 
instead of resorting to BAs to maintain coherence 
amongst EU member states



Schengen Treaties of 1995(3)

• BUT the recent migrant crisis and and disaccord 
amongst the members, The Schengen 
Agreement is now on hold: Member states can 
reinstate internal border controls for a maximum 
of 2 years in “exceptional circumstances”. 

• Border controls reinstated in Austria, Denmark, 
France, Germany, Norway & Sweden (April 2016)



Source:  Maximilian Dörrbecker (Chumwa) 





Family reunification:
migration continues even after Schengen?

• EU Human Rights Tribunal with more 
enforcement clauses  than UN Trubunal 
respect human rights including those of 
migrants or those obtained permanent 
residency status.

• Very real economic consequences of a non-
Schengen and its impact on national GDPs; 
transaction costs-> up, trade=>down, 
GDP=>down









North American Free Trade Area （NAFTA）
of 1994

• Liberalize trade and investment between the 
United States, Canada and Mexico. 

• Facilitates labour mobility through temporary 
entry for business visitors, traders, investors, 
transferees of multinational companies, and 
highly-educated professionals with a job offer 
in one of over 70 occupations. 

• Bespoke Trade-NAFTA visa valid for up to 
three years based on mutual recognition of 
skills and qualifications.



MERCOSUR of 1991

• To achieve free trade in goods and services and the 
free movement of factors of production. 

• Argentina, Brazil, Paraguay, and Uruguay - later 
joined by Venezuela - created the Mercosur

• The Mercosur Social and Labour Declaration, 1998, 
guarantees the fundamental rights of all workers in 
the region, including migrant workers

• 2002 Free Movement and Residence for State Party 
Nationals grants the right to reside and work in 
Mercosur Member States as well as Bolivia and Chile.



UK PM Theresa May’s 
Statement on Migration

• https://www.theguardian.com/uk-
news/2015/oct/06/reality-check-is-theresa-
may-right-about-
immigration?CMP=share_btn_link

https://www.theguardian.com/uk-news/2015/oct/06/reality-check-is-theresa-may-right-about-immigration?CMP=share_btn_link

